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FARM SYSTEM REVIEW

1) What is a Farm System Review?
A Farm System Review (FSR) is a periodic review of the whole farm operation. It will look at the overall business financial
performance and the owners’ objectives to gain understanding, and then primarily focus on an analysis of the farm
physical performance and how this can be improved in line with the objectives.
2) Why do a Farm System Review?
A review is a method of finding and quantifying options and opportunities that are often difficult to see, as well as test
those that have been considered but you are unsure about adopting.
A Farm System Review is a periodic opportunity to step back from day to day operations and review what your longer
term objectives are, whether the business is on track towards achieving those, and what changes may need to be made.
It is an opportunity to apply some analysis to the farm physical performance to uncover how each enterprise is really
performing and what the profitability improvements could be from refinements or changes.
3) What is involved?
Give us a call to discuss. We will meet with you on farm and work through what your priorities and opportunities are.
With your consent we will seek financial trend information from your banker or accountant to provide the necessary
background information. We will gather other farm physical performance information to enable us to use Farmax to
analyse your existing farming system and any refined or alternative system.
4) What’s in it for you?
Maximizing your ability to achieve what you want. Getting the best out of your farm within whatever constraints you
want to impose. You can test ideas and see their impact on your income and how they would fit within your farm system
or how you would need to change the system. Aligning your farm business decisions with your objectives. Finding
opportunities for continuous improvement. Ultimately it is about maximizing your income from the resources you have
available and within your constraints.
Please contact either: Simon Glennie
Bruce McCorkindale

027 246 4630 sglennie@abacusbio.co.nz
027 438 4964 bmccorkindale@abacusbio.co.nz
AbacusBio Ltd
Public Trust Building
442 Moray Place
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Dunedin
03 477 6375
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